To foster job creation and shape economic prosperity in communities where they are needed most.

BUILDING MARKETS AND TRANSFORMING ECONOMIES

BPEACE MODEL SCORES AGAIN!

870 new jobs created
13,000 people employed
500 Fast Runner employees upskilled
$1.8M in pro bono consulting invested by expert volunteers

53,000+ family members supported by Fast Runner employees

81% of Fast Runners took measures to ease inflation for their employees.
76% of employees were paid above local minimum wage.
63% of employees received additional benefits.
80% of employees received professional training.
38% of Fast Runners created new health & safety initiatives.

Fast Runners maintain growth through innovation and adaptation, in the midst of economic challenges.

$533 MILLION in revenue contributed to local economies

BPEACE OPENS DOORS TO INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL MARKETS

13% of Fast Runners exported for the first time in 2022.

Exports represent 36% of Fast Runners’ revenue.
49% of our Fast Runners’ employees are women.
72% of the Fast Runners we advise are women owned or led.
860 women are newly employed by Bpeace Fast Runners.

In 2022 we worked in:
- Guatemala
- El Salvador
- U.S.

870 Volunteer Skillanthropists

810 Fast Runner Businesses

80% of employees
81% of our Fast Runners’ employees are women.

Bpeace connects small and medium-size businesses (Fast Runners) with Volunteer business experts (Skillanthropists) to foster job creation and shape economic prosperity in communities where they are needed most.